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HTML5 AdvertisingApress, 2012

	Web advertising is changing. What was once a predominantly Flash-based medium is making the switch to HTML5, with the benefit of a plug-in free environment giving a larger audience for ads, and better integration with the page they are featured on. We live in a time where marketers, designers, and developers are confused as to what they can...
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Using Kindle Fire HDApress, 2014

	Learn how to use your Kindle Fire with ease and no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point... Using Kindle Fire HD, is the essential guide to getting around Amazon’s tablet/e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Kindle and registering; navigating around the interface and what all the buttons, lists and icons are...
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Prototype to Product: A Practical Guide for Getting to MarketO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Product development is the magic that turns circuitry, software, and materials into a product, but moving efficiently from concept to manufactured product is a complex process with many potential pitfalls. This practical guide pulls back the curtain to reveal what happens—or should happen—when you take a product...
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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...
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Raspberry Pi A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012


	Over the past decades computers have gotten cheaper and cheaper, so today

	you can find them not only beneath your desk but in nearly every consumer

	electronics device such as smartphones or DVD players. Still, computers

	aren’t so cheap that you spontaneously buy one when shopping for your

	groceries. Usually, you carefully...
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Mobile and Web Messaging: Messaging Protocols for Web and Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to use messaging technologies to build responsive and resilient applications for mobile devices and web browsers. With this hands-on guide, you’ll use the Stomp and Mqtt messaging protocols to write iOs and web applications capable of sending and receiving Gps and device sensor data, text messages, and alerts.
...
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Learning AirWatchPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to implement, manage, and deploy the latest Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) platform offered by AirWatch


	About This Book

	
		Understand Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) and all the features involved in creating a robust deployment
	
		Integrate and secure EMM solutions with your...
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Safety of Electromedical Devices: Law - Risks - OpportunitiesSpringer, 2010

	The book discusses the legal and technical requirements for manufacturers, designers and testers of electromedical devices. It describes which obstacles must be overcome to introduce a medical device on the European market, but also informs readers as to pitfalls and opportunities, and in which way safety can be achieved and product liability...
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Developing Android on Android: Automate Your Device with Scripts and TasksPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Take advantage of the open, tinker-friendly Android platform and make your device work the way you want it to. Quickly create Android tasks, scripts, and programs entirely on your Android device--no PC required. Learn how to build your own innovative Android programs and workflows with tools you can run on Android itself, and tailor the...
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How to Do Everything with Your SmartphoneMcGraw-Hill, 2004
   Kick off your shoes and let How to Do Everything with Smartphone show you the essentials of operation, plus enough Windows mobile add-ons and customization tricks to make you want to 86 your other communications devices. Combine cutting edge PDA technology with wireless communication and use scheduling software, finance and text...
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How To Do Everything with Your Tablet PCMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Explore the capabilities and benefits of your Tablet PC hardware and software with help from this easy-to-understand guide. Get a thorough run-through of your new device, as well as the Windows XP Tablet PC Edition operating system that runs on it. Once you've become familiar with the hardware and software features, follow helpful chapters that...
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